SOMEBODY ELSE
Somebody Else takes you on an emotional journey. The band consisting of seven members originally stem form
New York and Berlin. This transatlantic line-up allows them to combine unique varieties of sounds ranging from
the good old days, old-school, to the present, today. They have the ability to create an intriguing sound that is
truly their own. The perception of their musical impact is so unparalleled that it will leave you wanting more.
Fisal Campbell sings, raps, whispers, screams and shouts and experiments with genres. All songs are original
pieces of music. The diversity of the styles reaching from Funk & Soul, RnB and Blues, as well as Jazz, Rock,
Gospel and form a resurrection of classical pop. The songs reflect current challenges we face in our daily lives
from both aspects of humanity positive and negative.
Somebody Else is eager for bigger charts, live concerts, tours and much more: with their own all original music
that makes people want to dance and sing and others think and reflekt. Somebody Else wants to bring back the
feeling of authentic real music again.
The musicians met 2013 in the Berlin Jazz Club Quasimodo like sun and earth. After some concerts the lead
singer Fisal Campbell and producer Tino Kowalewsky decided at Quasimodo to quit all other music projects so
they could form the band Somebody Else in spring 2014. Since april 2014 the first album “Music is life”
comprising of 10 songs are available on all considerable internet platforms. The songs have been played more
than 300.000 times all around the world.
Somebody Else's musicians keep everything genuine: true skill, tight grooves, no playbacks, proper instruments,
a lot of improvisation and intuitiv fine tuning. When Fisal Campbell unleashes his superb ability to freestyle to
almost all kinds of music, the ones who have heard know that another new song is about to be born.
Their first tour appearance was in April 2015 at One Spark, a big Festival in Jacksonville/Florida. The second
album will be released in the spring of 2016.

Facts:
Band mit 7 Musicians
founded: 2014
Homebase: Berlin
Genres: Classical Pop, Soul, Funk, RnB
Releases: Album: Music is Life (2014) mit 10 Songs
Label: 4ling Musikproduktion, Berlin
Distribution digital: Believe Digital, physisch: Amazon
Contact
www.somebodyelsemusic.com

Musicians
Fisal Campbell - Gesang
Tino Kowalewsky - Keyboards
Thilo Brandt - Schlagzeug
Matti Michalscheck - Gitarre
Raphael Seidel - Bass
Niko Zeidler - Saxofon
Lisa Buchholz - Trompete
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info@4ling-musikproduktion.de
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